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EX/P2-13 . RF Heating and Current Drive on NSTX With High Harmonic Fast Waves

P.M. Ryan, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
Contact: ryanpm~ornl.gov

Abstract: NSTX is a small aspect ratio tokamak with a large dielectric constant (50-100); under these
conditions high harmonic fast waves (HHF7W) will readily damp on electrons via Landau damping and
TTMP. The HHFW system is a 30 MHz, 12-element array capable of launching both symmetric and
directional wave spectra for plasma heating and non-inductive current drive. It has delivered up to 6 MW
for short pulses and has rountinely operated at "-3-4 MW for 100-200 ms pulses. Results include strong,
centrally-peaked electron heating in both D and He plasmas, for both high and low phase velocity spectra.
H-modes were obtained with application of HHFW power alone, with stored energy doubling after the L-H
transition. Beta poloidal as large as unity has been obtained with large fractions (0.4) of bootstrap current.
A fast ion tail with energies extending up to 140 keV has been observed when HHFW interacts with 80
keV neutral beams; neutron rate and lost ion measurements, as well as modeling, indicate significant power
absorption by the fast ions. Radial power deposition profiles are being calculated with ray tracing and
kinetic full-wave codes and benchmarked against measurements. 111111lit111111111111111111itIl
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EX/P2-14 . Effects of Complex Magnetic Ripple on Fast Ions in JFT-2M Ferritic Insert Experi-
ments

K. Shinohara, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Japan
Contact: shinohak~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp

Abstract: In JFT-2M, we have obtained new results on the fast ion ripple losses under the condition of
the complex ripple produced by the ferritic steel plates (FPs), such as non-periodic ripple structure in the
toroidal direction and high harmonic ripple. In the case where large ripple wells exist in some toroidal
sections, the local ripple-trapped ion losses are small if the toroidal ripple amplitude averaged over the
toroidal direction is small. The result is consistent with ripple-enhanced banana diffusion as the source of
the lost ions because, in this mechanism, the rate is determined by the averaged ripple amplitude. On the
other hand, the location of the loss at the wall is found to be determined by the local ripple amplitude
itself. We have also observed a heat load to the mid-plane due to the N=32 (second harmonic) ripple
when both the N=16 (fundamental) and N=32 ripple modes co-exist. These findings are important for
the practical application of ferromagnetic inserts for ripple reduction in ITER.
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EX/P2-15 Formation & Steady State Maintenance of FRCs Using Rotating Magnetic Field
Current Drive
A. L. Hoffmnan, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
Contact: hoffmanfiaa. washington. edut

Abstract: Rotating Magnetic Fields (RMF) have been used to both form and sustain FR~s in cylindrical
flux conservers. Penetration into a conducting plasma cylinder is made possible by the electrons rotating
near synchronously with the RMF. When there are more than sufficient electrons to reverse the confinement
field, the RMF electron slip will automatically adjust to provide just the degree of RMF penetration to
synchronously carry the reversal current, and a net inward flow will develop to maintain current on the
inner field lines. This net inward flow has resulted in near zero separatrix densities and maintenance of
particle inventory as well as flux, producing steady state FRCs without deliberate fuieling. Present plasma
temperatures are low, but will be improved by applying standard cleaning techniques used on all other
quasi steady state devices.


